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Who Are We!?
PIMSY is a software that replaces paper charting  created by and for
mental / behavioral health and substance abuse providers.
It's both a Practice Management System, meaning that it helps
organize and streamline every aspect of a practice; and EHR
(Electronic Heath Records), keeping all patient data securely stored
in the Cloud.
Check out this 30 second overview:

https://kh205.infusionsoft.com/app/hostedEmail/463988/191eb6eccec075dd?inf_contact_key=4c8411adc33fc1b07afde49847a4aeeb2a1edc7d9372cbb7c9eac3f442a74963
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Why do we keep emailing you?
1) We have solid compliance content to share: see our HIPAA post
below  and check out our Resource Centers.
2) PIMSY can help your practice: “Your product is awesome, and
everyone in the mental health field needs it.”  Rick B., MA, LPC
PIMSY saves time, reduces costs and increases your practice
profitability. If you're considering transitioning off of paper  or
upgrading your current electronic system  check us out.
(If you'd like to be removed from our mailing list, click here to unsubscribe.)

HIPAA 2016, Part 3: PHI Identifiers
If you are aware of the types of
information protected by HIPAA rules, then
https://kh205.infusionsoft.com/app/hostedEmail/463988/191eb6eccec075dd?inf_contact_key=4c8411adc33fc1b07afde49847a4aeeb2a1edc7d9372cbb7c9eac3f442a74963
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you already know how to protect
yourself against a HIPAA PHI Breach.
If not, these are the types of information
you should protect at all cost: click here.

Happy Holidays
May your holiday season  and new year 
be happy, healthy, and filled with success.
Here's to an awesome 2016!
Happy Holidays to you & yours!
To your success!
_LeighAnn Renz
_Business Development & Marketing Director
_pimsyemr.com
_877.334.8512, ext 4 (toll free)
_leighann@pimsyemr.com

"If you are looking for a software that will grow as you grow and cater to your
business needs, PIMSY is it." ~ Manote Prommart

If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click the link below:

Unsubscribe

PIMSY EHR
33 S Main St
Waynesville, North Carolina 28786
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